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Si/SiGe HETEROJUNCTION BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
(A REVIEW)
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ABSTRACT: The research on Sı/SiGe heterojunction bipolar transisfors has led the
ultra-high-speed transıstors tha! are compatible wilh the state-of-the-art silicon
inlegraled technology. The SiGe base regions ofthese transistors are grımn selectivety
on silicon substrates. Self-aligned slructures are used to reduce the external base
resisıance aııd base colleclor parasitic capacitance. The germanium profile in Ihe base
is graded to obtain a drift ejfect to reduce the base-transil tiıne. Si/SiGe integrated
circuils for applications in optical-flber link systems and Si/SiGe microwave pover

Iransistors have been produced wilh remarkable speeds. The SiGe semıconduaor
material system, HBT slructures and fabricalion, and device performance issues are
reviewed in thispaper.
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Si/SiGe HETEROJONKSÎYON BÎPOLAR TRANZİSTÖRLER
(DERLEME)

ÖZET: Si/SiGe heierojonksiyon iranzistörîer konusunda yapılan araştırmalar sonucu,
modern yüksek teknoloji kullanan silisyum tiimîeşik devre üretme teknikleriyle
üretilebilen çok yüksek hızlı tranzistörler üretilmekledir. Bu Iranzistörlerin haz
bölgeleri Si taban üzerîne seçmeli SiGe h-isîal üretme ile gerçekleştiriîmekte, aktif
bölge dıfmda talan baz bağlantı bölgesinin olabildiğince kısa olmasi ve baz-kollekiör
parazifik sıgasııun küçük tutulmasi için kendinıien hizalı. yapılar kullanılmaktadır. Baz
bölgesi içinde germanyum yüzdesi degifken tutularak azınlık tayıyıcılar için ek bir
sürüklenme etkisi oluşturulmakta ve böylece baz geçiş süresi azaltılmakladır. Fiber-
optik uygulamalar için Si/SiGe tümleşik devreler ve Si/SiGe mikrodalga güç
transistörleri üretilmiş, çok iyi sonuçlar alınmıştır. Bu yazıda StGe yaniletken ınaheme
sisteminin bazı özellikleri, HBT yapıları ve üretim yöntemleri, ve transistor performansı
konuları ele ahnmıçdr.

ANAHTAR KELİMELER: SiGe alıifimlar, helerojonksiyon bipolar tranzistürler
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/. INTRODUCT10N

The fırst generations of heterojunction bipolar traıısistors were fabricated about fifteen
years after the idea was first introduced by Schockley [l] in 1951 and later elaborated

by Kroemer [2] in l 957. Brojdo et al. [3] and Page [4] reported CdS/Si transistors in

1965. Jadus [5] produced GaAs/Ge transistors; Hovel and Milnes [6], ZnSe/Ge in 1967.

in 1970, Sleger et al. [7] reported ZnSe/GaAs heterojunction transistoıs. Ali Üıese

transistors had current gains of 5 fo 70.

There were problems with some of these structures. For instance, in a GaAs/Ge HBT

structure. As diffuses into the Ge base layer anct converts the conductivity type. Instead

of an Npn structure, an N-GaAs/n-Ge/p-Ge/n-Ge stmcture results &om this diffusion

[5]. The advances in crystal grov. 'th technology have led to the second-generation
heterojunction bipolar transistors: AlGaAs/GaAs HBT. in such a structure, a similar

diffusion from tüe emitter into the base would not alter the conductivity type ofthe base
region because Al and Ga are isoelectronic and one can replace the other without
altering the conductivity type.

The fırst AlGaAs/GaAs HBT was reported in 1972 by Dumke et al. [8], and many other
researchers produced high-gain AlGaAs/GaAs HBT's. Since the review ofHBT's and

their potential applications by Kroemer [9] in 1982, the interest in HBTs has

skyrocketed. Consequently, many other lemary and quatemary alloy systems have
been used for HBT tabricaîion,

InGaAsl'/InP HBTs have been developed for long-wavelength (1-1. 6 ^ım) optical
communication and high-speed digital circuit applications [10] -[12]. This alloy system
provides lıigher electron mobility aııd larger valence band discontinuity than
AIGaAs/GaAs system does, The AIGaP/GaP alloy system, too, has been experünented
to produce HBTs [13]. This alloy system does not offeı high current gain, but it offers
transistor operation at elevated temperatures as high as 550°C with a p (common
emıtter current gain) of 6. Also, AlInAs/InGaAs HBTs have been demonstıated [14] to
operate at 4. 2 K with a p of 180. AlGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs alloy system, too, has been
used to produce strained layer HBTs [l 5].

Later, a aew trend appeared in the fabrication ofHBTs: Silicon substrates were used to

fabricate HBTs. Some ofthese HBTs had silicon bases. The emitter layers were made
of hydrogenated silicon or a silicon compound: a-Si:H [16], a-SİC:H [17] or P-SİC
[18]. The other HBTs on silicon substrates had GaAs bases and AlGaAs emitters. This
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so-called GaAs on Si" material system allows GaAs and Si devicss to be combined on

a monolithic cırcuit. it also provides laı'ger and less fragile wafers and higher thermal

conductıvity fhan GaAs alone does. The effects of the large ınismatch (4%) between

GaAs and Si are eliminated by various techniques including the gron'th of a thick

graded layer.

Whîle the II1-V heterojunction bipolar transistors are on their way to maturity, a

relatively new heterostructure has been expeıimented for bipolar tıansistors: Si/SiGe/Sİ

[I9]-[21]. Thİs system, too, uses silicon wafers and is corapatible wıth the existing

sİlicon technology. There are reports of excellent device performance such as a cutoff

&equency of 130 GHz [22] and gate delays of 9. 3 ps in ECL gates [23J.

The SiGe semiconductor material system, HBT fabrication, and device performaııce

issues will be revievved in thİs paper.

/. / Sl-GeAlloy

Silicon and germanİum can be mixed to produce the alloy Si;_^Ge^ for the entİre

composİtİonal range O < x < l. The alloy has the dİamond crystaJ structure and its

lattice constant is a linear funclion ofthe germanium fraction [24] as

a(Sİ,,. Ge,) = a(Si) + [a(Ge) - a(Si)] x
or wİth numerical valucs,

(l)

u(Si,., Ge,) - 0. 54307 + 0, 02268 x [nm] (2)
for low values of x. The room temperature mismatch between germanium and silicon is

4. 17 % that increases slightly with temperalure. When Si-Ge alloy is grown on a thick

Si substrate, the mismatch will cause non-unifonnity in the lattice. Depending on the
growth conditions and fhe thickness of the grown layer, the mismatch may be

accommodated by îhe production of misfit dislocations at the interface or by the

telragonal dîstortion ofthe lattice.

Ifthe mJslit dislocations are allovved during the grovvth, the laitice \\rill be relaxed or

unstrained. The dislocations may be positioned at the interface or threaded through the
grown layer. When the misfıl dislocations are not formed, the lattice constant in the

direction perpcndicular to the substrate will be difterent from the lattice constant in the
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plane of the substrate surface. This creates strain in the groıvn layer, so the lattice is
called strained lalticc; the growlh, pseudomorphic growth.

1. 2 Baıııl Gap

The band gap ofthc SİGe alloy depends not only on the ftaction ofgermaııium but also
on the presence of strain. in the absence of strain, the band structure of the allov
resembles that of silicon for a germanium fraction below 85 atomic percent. The
smallest gap occurs near the X Brillouin zone boundary. For larger germanium
fractions, the band structure is gennanium-like, and the smallest indirect gap occurs
near the L Brillouin zone boundary [24]. The energy gap of the uııstrained bulk alloy,
which is shown in Figııre l, may be approximated wiüı three line segments. The
empirical expressicms for the baııd gap ofthe unstrained Sİ,., Ge, at 90 K are as folloıv:

1. 17-0.44x el-' for O < x< 0.35
l-:,(x)- ^ 1. 05-0. 1^ eV far 0. 35 <.ı < 0. 85

[ 0. 95-1. 5(^-0. 85) eV for 0. 85 <x< 1.0
(3)

l -l-l-l-L l i l ı

O S.2 0.4 0, 6 0.8 1.0
Gırmanlum Froctlon

Figure l. The energy baııd gap ofunstrained and pseudomorphic SiGe alloys [24]. The
pseudoroorphic alloy is grown on a silicon substrate.

Figure I also shows the energy gap of pseudomorphic SiGe grown on silicon substrate.
The band gap ofstrained Si,,, Ge, on silicon substrate at 90 K may be expressed as

E,(x) =1. 17 exp(-0. 8x) eV for O <x < 0.7 w
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The room tempurature band gap is slightly smallcr for the same germanium fraction for
the strained alloy grou'n on (100) silicon substrate [25j:

£;(x)=1. 12-0.74r eV (5)

The comparison ofthe curves in Figure l indicates that the presence oftetragonal strain
significantly reduces the energy gap. The strain-split heavy hole band detennines the

smallcst gap in the band structure. The band gap ofthe pseudomorphic alloy on silicon
substrate can be smaller than the band gap ofgermanium far x> 0. 6.

Gron'ing strained Sİ,., Ge, on unstrained SiGe substrate is also possible. Depending on
both Üıe composition of the substrate and the composition of the pseudomorphic iayer, a
different value of thc band gap will be obtained. Figure 2 displays the composition
dependence ofthe band gap ofSi,,,Ge, layers on four different substrates [24].

bulh alay
S suSt'rste

Sİ(];)GB(, İI Bubstralt
SİI^|G»D. W aubsiratt
Gv »(.'b»lnrt<

O 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 D.5 0. 6 0. 7 0.8 0. 3 1.0
Ge atomic fracticn

Figure 2. The energy band gap ofpseudomorphic SiGe alloy grown on different
substrates [24].

The band alignments and band offsets betu'een the silicon and SiGe ailoy depend on the
relative strains in the heterostructure. The strained Si layer grown on unstrained
Si,, ;Ge,,,, subslrate, for instance, l'orms a type II alignment [24]. The valence band
discontinuity for the pseudomorphic Si,.,Ge, on silicon is given m Figure 3. Theoretical
calculations and experimentally extracted values are included in the same figure [26].
Thc conductiun band discontinuity for the strained alloy on silicon substrate is given in
Figure 4. The conduction band discontinuity is much smaller than the valence band
discontinuify tor a given germanium ftaction; bence, the valance band discontinuitv
may be approximaıed by the total band-gap difference.
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Figure 3. The valence band discontinuity between the pseudomorphic SİGe alloy and
silicon substrate [26].
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Figure 4. Conduction band discontinuity between the pseuclomorphic Siüe alloy and
siiicon substrate [26]

II. CRYSTAL GROWTH

During the grouth ofthe pseudomorphic SiGe alloy on silicon substrate, çare must be
taken so that the strain in the lattice is not relaxed to result in misfit dislocations. The
same çare must be maintained during the processing of the grown layers far device
fabrication. P'or instance, the exposure to high temperatures will be detrimental for the
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pseudomorphic layer. AIso, the thickness of the grown layer should not exceed the
critical thickness.

For quality epitaxial growth, the atomic mobility at the growth surface must be high.
This mobility increascs with increasing temperature, making high temperature growth
desirable. On the other hand, islanding and strain relaxation by dislocation nucleation,
too, are enhanced at high temperatures resulting in poor epitaxial growth. Hence an
optimum growth tcmperature has to be found. Since, the strain in the lattice deperds on
the germanium fraction of the alluy, the optimum growth temperature depends on the
germanium fraction, too. For "moderate" Ge fraction, which is below 15 atomic

pereent, the optimum growth temperature is about 550 °C [24].

I he thickness of llıe epitaxially grown SiGe layer on a silicon substrate is anoüıer factor
affecting the strain in the alloy. For the pseudomorphic growth, tlıe layer thickness
must be sınailer than the critieal thickness that depcnds on the gemıanium fraction.
Figure 5 displays the critical Ihickness versus the germanium fraction. The theoretical

curves md some experimental valııes are given in the same fıgure. lyer et al. [24]
suggest tlıat ıhe substrate preparation, the use of buffer layers, and the particulate
conlamination during the epitaxial growth are the practical key factors to affect the
dislocation formation, and hencc, the critical thickncss.
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Figure 5. Critical thickness for the pseudomorphic SiGe alloy grown on silicon
substrate [24]

There are two common basic methods of growing pseudomorphic SİGe alloys on Si
substrates: Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
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//. / Molecu/ar-Bea/ft Epitaxy

in the MBE groıvth of the pseudomorphic SiGe alloys the substrate is heated to the

proper temperature, and clemental Si, Ge and dopant sources are used. in general, Ga is

used for p-type doping while Sb is uscd tür n-type doping. The spontaneous
ıncorporation ofthese dopmts t'rom the flux does not happen; instead, m adtayer ofthe
dopant is formed at the groıvlh surface. in case of Sb, the adlayer is bombarded with
low energy Sİ+ ions that cause the secondary implantation of Sb atoms into dıe alloy.

This also creates some point defects in the layer that complicates the growth [24].

For the doping of MBE grown layers several other techniques are also used. For
ınstancc B is incorporated from the flux through a complex pıocess. Direct
implantation and solid phase crystallization techniques aı'e ödler doping techniques.
Both n-type and p-typc doping up to l O20 cm'3 with a sharp profıle is achievable in MBE
growîh techniques [24J.

11. 2 Chemical Vapur Deposition

For the CVD growth of the SiGe on silicon substrates, ultrahigh-vacuum/chemical
vapor deposition (t;HV/CVD) is used [24]. Initial substrate surface cleaning and the
maintenance of the high-purity eııvironnıent during the grovvlh are key issues in this
techaique. The traditional high temperature (above 1000°C) cleaning is not proper for
the pseudomorphic SİGe; ıhe gro\vtlı temperature is around 550°C. Also, high vacuum
(0. 001 mbar) is needed far the proper adherence of the grown layer to the substrate.
The deposition takes place through the heterogeneous prolysis of silane, germane, and
diboranc.

Another CVD technique is the limited-reaction processing (LRP) [24'J, [26]. in this
technique, a single substrate is radiatively heated in a cold-wall system in vacuum (l
mtorr). The sourees arc dicholorosilane, germane and diborane. The initial cleaning is

carried out at 1200°C in hydrogen ambiance, and then a 1-2 ̂ m thick Si-buffer layer is
grown. The growth of the pseudomorphic SiGe follows at 640C C. The growth rate is

given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Pseudomorphic SİGe gfov. th rate [26]

Ali three of these techniques produce suffıciently high-quality crystals for device
fabrication.

///. DEVİCE FABRICATION

The MBE aud CVD grown heterostructures are processed to form the HBTs. During
the processing steps the slrain in the lattice has to be preserved. This prohibits
processing steps that require high temperatures. For instance, deposited oxides are used
rather than thc (hermally grown oxides. Also rapid thermal annealing is used rather
than the traditional fumace annealing.

The SiGe device strucfure may be classifıed into three calegories: mesa structures, non-
self-aligned stmctures and self-aligned structures [27]. While thc growth of SiGe layer
takes placc över the entire wafer in the mesa structures, selective crystal growth över thc
substrate is required for the non-mesa structures.

///1 Mesa Structures

I'he mesa structures used in III-V technology vvere borrowed for the fabrication ofearly
SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors. Various mesa stmctures are formed for

emitter/base definition or for device isolation. A mesa defıned transistor structure is

gıven in Figure 7. in this structure dry etching is used to define the mesa. The base

contact resıstance is reduced with Ga implantation be]ow the contact. The passivation
for the surface is accomplishcd with a low temperature oxide deposition. A mesa
isolated device structure is given in Figure 8. in (his structure, the active device has a

completeiy planar structure while a mesa is formed for isolation. The base layer is



reached from the surface with a horon implant with a deposited oxide mask. An As
implant is carried out for the eminer contact. The devices pictured in Figure 7 and
Figure 8 have single crystal emitters.

Figure 7. Mesa defined transistor structure [24]

n+ implant

Figure 8. Mesa isolated planar traıısistor structure [26]

111. 2 Non-Setf-Aligned Struclures

The non-self aligned structures may be grouped into three: simple emitter window,
extrinsic base before SiGe base epitaxy, and extrinsic base after SiGe base epitaxy [27].
in the first group, the base layer is grown immediately after isolation processes. An
oxide/nitride passivation layer is deposited över the base layer. Then, the emitter
windows are opened. The region of the base layer extending över the isolation layers
could be used to contacl the base, yet the thickness and Üıe doping level would be
insuffıcient far lovv external resistance. The single-crystal base layer can be reached for
contact &om the top, yet that would require larger isolation window at the expense of
mcreased base-collectorjunction area. Another major drawback ofthis type ofstructure
is that the base layer is subject to ali subsequent thermal processes.

To reduce the extemai base resistance, a heavily doped polysilicon is formed
immcdiately be&re the gronth ofSİGe base layer. A window is opened tor the intrinsic
base. After the base grovrth, oxide/nitride passivation layer is formed. Then enütter
windows are opened. The structure is complete with the deposition ofn+ polysilicon
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for the emitter. Such a transistor structure is given in Figure 9. in Ihis structure the p+
poly layer under the SiGe base layer reduces the extemal base resistance and provides
low-resistance contact tor fho base.

in the third group ofnon-selfaligned structures, the extrinsic base layer is formed after

the SiGe layer growth. The structure can be described as a blend of other two non-self-

aligned structures.

P Epi Bos»- NEpj

N+ Subcollcctor

P- Substrcte

e' î7/ sch&mati[: cross section of th e non-self-aligned bipolar stnıctun
with a base fonned by UHV/CVD iow-temperaturc epitaxy [107].

Figure 9. Schematic cross seciion of a non-self-aligned bipolar transistor structure [24]

111, 3 Self-Aligned Stfuctures

New structures were developed to reduce the total base resistance and the base-collector

junction capacitance. These techniques aim at reducing the lateral distance the base

current has to travel and minimİzıng the base/collecforjunction area, There are foLir

main types of self aligned structures [27]: (a) Mesa-like structure, (b) Epi-SiGe-base

after extrinsic base in a predefmed emitter opening, (c) Extrinsİc base ai'ter epi-SiGe-

base overgrowing a pre-defmed emîtter pad, and (d) Dîsposable emitter mandrel.

in mesa-like. slructures, the SiGe base iayer is grown över fhe enrire wafer area. Then

the base mesa is formed. The complete mesa-like self-aligned structure is given in
Figure ]0. in this device, the pseudomorphic base layer undergoes two relatively high

temperature processes: external base growth and emitter drive-in cycles.

The second self-aligned structure type, epi-SiGe-base after extrinsic base in emitter

window, is an cxlension of the "implanted-base double-poly selt'-aligned" bipolar
technology. The intrinsic epi-SiGe-base is gron'n selectively in an emitter window

using a Iow-temperalLu-e gro\\rtlı process. A fınished device structure is given in Figure

11. To obtain thİs strııcture, fırst a thermal oxide is grown över the enîire wafer. Thcn

p+ polysilicon is dcposıted and boron-implanted to obtain a low sheet resistaııce. Third;

a Si^N4 deposition is carried out to pattern the p+ polysilicon to form the external base.
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After the patfern etching, another deposition and etch-back is carricd out to form îhe

Sİ-)N, ] sidevvall. Then, the oxidc is removed through the pattemed p+ polysilicon

window to expose the silicon substrate surface and to produce an overhanging p+ poly

edge. The selectİve gro\v1;h of poîysilicon under the overhanging structure and the

selective growth of SiGe base över the substrate surface take place at the same time.

When the poly touches the SiGe base, the gro\\1;h İs stopped. Before the deposition of

the emitter polysilicon. a borosilicate glass sidewall is formed in the window [28].

Figure 10. A self-aligned mesa HBT structure [27]

tn-titu phoaphorus
dopad poly-Si

BSGülm

BPSG fllled trench

SiGe intrinsic base

Figure 11. A "süper self-aligned" selectively grown SİGe-base HBT
cross-sectional view [28],

in the third self-aligned structure, the extemal base is formed after the SiGe base

growth. The structııre is also knov^Ti as SEEW-Selecîive-Epi Emiîter Windo\v srructııre.

The self-alignment is achieved by the "selective epi lateral overgrowth över a thin
nitridc/oxide emitler pad and subsequent oxidation to form the emittcr window and the

bulk ofthe extrinsic base layer simultaneously" [27]. The extrinsic base link resistance

can be reduced n'ith boron implantation. The SiGe base layer is subject to ali thermal
cycles required tor the extrinsic base processes.
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The final self-aİİgned stmctm-e, disposable emitter mandrel, is an e.xtension of the

conventional implanted-base single-poly self aligned structure. This structure is the

bipolar section of a BiCMOS basic structure [27], [29]. The devices are formed on a p+

wafer with a p- epi layer. First the buried n+ subcollector is formed, and a thin îayer of

n-type silicon is grown everywhere. This is fo]]owed by polysilicon-fılled deep trench

device isolatİon and oxide-fılled shallow base isolation. Next, a deep phosphorus

diffusion is formed to reach the buried coliector layer from the surface. After this

diffusion, p-well anci n-well are implanted and annealed. Then a thin gate oxide is

grown. This oxide is protected with a polysilİcon layer. Latcr, thîs polysilicon is

patterned to expose the bipolar transistor area. SiGe base layer is grown över the entire

surface. The region över Üıe exposed silicon grows pseudomorphic while the rest ofthe
areas grow poly. These poly regions servr e as exîernal base contacts or gate electrodes

for the MÖSFETs. Follov^ong the base grovvlh, a passivation oxide is gro1wn using low

temperature HIPOX to minimize base dopant dİffusion. Then, a thin 1ayer of nitride

and a thin iayer of polysilicon "conversion layer are deposited. The eınitter "mandre]"

is lormed with the deposition and patteming ofPECVD nitride and thick PECVD oxide

layers. This mandrel is used to block the high-dose extrinsic base boron implant. Aftcr

the base İmplant, this mandrel is removed to leave a wmdow for the cmittcr. in the final

steps, polysilicon. is deposited, implanted and pattemed for the emitter contact. For the

patterning of thc base and the gates, highly selective etches are used. Self-aligned

titanium disilicide was formed över fhe extrinsic base poly and fhe gates, and

salicidation of the extrinsic base is carried out to reduce overa!! base resistance. The

structure ofafınished device is given in Figure. 12.

NPN
Silicide POLY-Sİ NMOS PMOS

SiGe
Base

Figuı'e 12. BiCMOS device struclure with SiGe-base transistor [29]
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IIL4 An A Itern a tive Approach

As an alternative to the crystal grovvth with MBE or CVD, Ge implantation in Si is used

lo form the Sİ,, Ge, base laycr. Lombardo el al. [30]-[31] fabricated such npn bipolar
transistors with hıgh dose ofGe implant. A rapid thermal anneal at 1000°C for 10 s in

nıtrogen ambient was sufficient to restore the crystal. The wafers are processed wiüı the
standard self-aligncd, double polysilicon process. They demonstrated that a high-dose
Ge implantation in the basc improved the currenl gain, base resistance, and forward
transit time for ıhe silicon transistors.

IJL5 Some Fabrication Issues

There have been many issues regarding the commercial production of SiGe HBTs.
Some of these issues are related to the crystal growth ıvhereas some are related to the
ıntegratıon with the state-of-the-art silicon integrated circuit technology.

One of the problcms n'ith the crystal growth is the surface preparaüon of the silicon
substrate. If a blanket growth is required över bare silicon, the surface preparation is
relatively casy. A 10-second dip in dilute HF:H;0 (1:10) is suffıcient far the hydrogen
passivation ofthe growth surface. The wafers may be loaded to the growlh chamber
without blow-drying. If the ıvafer is pattemed aııd a selective gronlh is required, ıhen
additional precautions must be taken. For instance, oxide regions have to be protected
by an additional layer of polysilicon. Alsa blow-drying is needed fer the patterned
waler. Somc structures rnay prevent tt'et passivation ofthe surfaces.

Another problem with ıhe base layer is thc dopant out diffusion. Since very high levels
of doping is used in the thin base layer, some aut diffasion oftlıe base dopant duıing the
consequent process steps at eievated temperalures is unavoidable, Undoped spacers are
used to prevent ıhe diff'usion frout from reaching the colleclor and emitter layers.

A third problem with the base layer is the maintenance of the strain in the layer.
Although the critical thickncss is not reached for the initial base growth, the high-
temperature exposure will cause the formation and propagation of defects at the
interfaces. This will cause a partial relaxation of the strain in the base and provide
recombination ccnters.

Despite ali ofthese problems, excellent Si/'SİGe heterojunction bipolar transistors have
been produced with some modifıcaüons ofthe state-of-the-art silicon integrated cireuit
technology,
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IV. DEVİCE PERFORMANCE

The initial research on Sı/SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors aimed at the
demonstration of betler intrinsic transistor characteristics such as the common emitter

current gam, Early voltage, and cutoff frequency. Üter, optimum device design
concepts wcre developed. The germanium profile in the base is optimized for various
purposes. Finally, large-scale integration issues were focused. Self-aligned silicon
device structures have been modified to incorporate the SİGe base into the current
technology. The outcome is very pîeasing.

The performance of a transistor is evaluated using several figures of merit such as
common emıtter current gain (a), unity-gain cutoff frequency (f,) and ECL gate-delay.
Due lo the reduced band gap in the base, very high values of current gain is easily
achievable with SİGe heteıojunction transistors. For example, a fi of 29000 was
reported by Oda el al. [33]. Also temperature dependence of the current gain reveals
that SİGe HBTs keep their high gain at lowered temperatures as well (Figure 13).
Grading the band gap in the base provides a drift field that improves the gain, cutoff
frequency and Early voltage. However, tbe reduced band gap in the base also lovers the
breakclovvn voltage for the base collector junction. A record high./; of 130 GHz has
been reponed by Oda et al. [22], [32]. A comparison ofthe reported cutoff frequcncies
of the SiGe base and Si base bipolar transistors is given in Figure 14. it is clear from
the figure that üıe SİGe base heterojunction bipolar transistors have about 50% higher
cutoff ftequencies [33].

SOQ ÎOQ İ50 130 77 (K)

u 100 I-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Inuerst Absolu's 'r8mperatura (1000/K)

Figure 13. Temperalure dependence ofcurrent gain for Si- and SİGe-base devices
formed by UHV/CVD low-temperature epitaxy [24].
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The improvements in the device parasitics also reduced the gate delay ofECL circuits.
For instance, Washio reported "ultra-high-speed" ECL cireuit with an 8.0 ps gate-delay
[34]. The gatc delay time trends tor ECL circuits över last two decades are given in
Figure 15 for compaı'ison among bipolar technologies. These transistors have been

used in integrated circuits for optical-fıber link systems. Examples of such integrated
cırcuits include a 1/8 static frequency divider operating at 50 GHz, a time-division
multiplexer and a demultiplexer operating at 40 Gb/s, a preamplifıer with a 35 GHz
bandwidth, and a decision circuit operating at 40 Gb/s [34].

1930 1985 1990

Year
-i 995 2000

Figure 14, Si and SiGe device perfonnance över the past years. (The year scale ofthe
original graph by Warnock [33] has been extended to 2000. The solid squares are for Si

devices; blank squares; tor SiGe devıces.)
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^Figure 15. Gate delay time trends for ECL circuits [29]. (Data for the years between
1995 and2000 have been added to the original graph by Nakamura and Nishizawa [29].

The blank squares are for Si devices; solid squares, for SiGe devices.)
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There have also been povver applications of SiGe-base heterojunction transistors.
Sclıuppen et al. ['35] reported l-W SİGe power HBT for wireless communication.

Potyraj el al. [36J fabriuated 230-watt S-band SiGe power transistor operating in Class
C. Recently Z. Jinshu et al. [37] reported 5-W SİGe îlBT n'hich had 60 emitter stripes
and no emhter ballasting resistors.

V. CONCLVSION

The rcsearch on Si/SİGe heterojunction bipolar transistors has led the ultra-high-speed
transistors that are compatible with the state-of-the-art silicon integrated technotogy.
The Siüe base regions of these transistors are grown selectively on silicon substrates.
Self-aligned structures are used to reduce the extema! base resistance and base collector

parasıtıc capacitance. The germanium profile in the base is graded to obtain a drift

effect to reduce the base-transit time. Si/SiGe integrated circuits for applications in
optical-fiber link systems and Sİ/SİGe microwave power transistors have been produced
with rcmarkable speeds.
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